


In today’s rapidly changing 
environment with increased 
global market complexity 
and the introduction of 
the 52-hour work week, 
reinforcing productivity 
through innovation has 
become an essential 
component of growing  
a business.

Take a closer look at your 
messenger application first. 
Messengers are the most 
frequently used real-time 
communication tool at work.

There is one messenger 
application that provides 
you with a secure work 
environment that lets 
you make rapid business 
decisions and concentrate on 
your work without worrying 
about security issues.  

There is a messenger specially 
designed for collaboration.



Nexoffice Messenger provides a secure work 
environment so you can effortlessly collaborate  
with your colleagues anytime, anywhere.

A Cornerstone of Collaboration  
Culture for Greater Growth Implement 
fundamental changes fast and easy  
with Nexoffice Messenger.



Take teamwork to a whole new level 
with Nexoffice Messenger



Easy and
convenient
start

Collaboration
accelerating
features

Powerful
security
features

Provide an administrator site to 
easily register colleagues and 
set up a service environment. 
Our solution is intuitive and 
easy to use, meaning you don’t 
need any additional training. 

Share your voice, video, or 
screen with a single tap and 
engage in an immersive  
collaboration experience.  
Also, enjoy unique features that 
help you focus on important 
business talks and better  
understand the context. 

Prevent data leaks with chat 
encryption and secure storage. 
Empower users to protect their 
data with powerful security  
features. Allow admins to  
flexibly set security levels  
depending on your business 
needs. 



* On iOS, the Important Message and Reply features will be available soon. 

Contacts
Search users using various information types, 
such as name, department, telephone number, 
and job title. Then, create group contacts by tasks.

Voice and Video Sharing  
Instantly call a meeting and engage in an 
immersive conference experience with just a 
single tap. Invite on-site employees to join a voice 
chat and share your voice and video.

Invitation Option
Allow newly invited members of a chat room to 
view previously posted messages before they join 
a chat room so they can easily understand the 
context of the conversation.

Screen Sharing and Annotation
Instantly share your PC or mobile device screen 
during a voice chat with just a single tap on the 
Screen icon. The digital whiteboard can also be 
used to sketch out ideas while sharing your screen.

Active Speaker
View the profile or video of the active speaker 
in real time. Pin a speaker to focus on a certain 
speaker.

Save to Important Messages
Save important messages and review them later, 
or receive notifications for selected keywords.

Reply
Reply to a specific message to retrieve it and  
fine-tune the details if an important message is 
lost in the middle of a long conversation. 

Vivid voice chat  
for an immersive 
conference experience 

Collaboration-driven  
features that simplify  
complex collaborations

Key Functions



1 AES : Advanced Encryption Standard  
2 SHA : Secure Hash Algorithm

Worry-free Security 
and Integration with 
Enterprise Systems

Secret Chat  
Manage confidential information in your mobile 
app using secret chat rooms that don’t save any 
data on the server.

Recall
Cancel sending messages you sent by mistake and 
decrease the chance of confidential information 
being leaked.

Integration into Enterprise Systems
Utilize Nexoffice Messenger’s open APIs to 
integrate the messenger with various internal 
and external enterprise systems and allow users 
to complete certain tasks using the messenger.

Encrypted Chats
Take advantage of enhanced security with AES1 
256-bit and SHA2 256-bit data encryption.



Hype the productivity of your business  
fast and easy with Nexoffice Messenger 



Improve the work-life balance of your 
employees by providing an enterprise 
system for faster and more accurate 
collaboration, which will save on wasted 
time by simplifying the collaboration 
workflow with complex collaboration 
tools and systems.  

Improve work flow and enhance the 
productivity of collaborations in your 
business. Provide an immersive work 
environment by expanding the scope of 
collaboration to enterprise systems and 
providing various means of communication 
integrated with your business system.

Enhance the Productivity  
of Collaborations

Promote Work-Life 
Balance

Separate the messengers you use for
work from the ones for private use.
This is the first step in preventing 
security risks. Provide a powerful, secure 
environment for safe and convenient 
collaboration.

Decrease  
Security Risks



Unleash the 
potentials 
of Nexoffice

Fast and accurate  
global collaboration 
Experience an immersive collaboration face to 
face with overseas colleagues without the need for 
additional preparation or equipment.  Use a single tap 
to start a voice chat. Then, make quick decisions while 
sharing voices, videos, or screens.

Use Cases



Smart integration  
with enterprise systems
Receive notifications from related enterprise systems by 
utilizing the open API, and take care of simple tasks on the 
messenger. Share important information, such as business 
indexes and equipment status, in real time via the  
messenger, which is a secured channel of information, and 
bidirectionally share the information to take instant action.

Easy and convenient start 
for everyone

Our solution is intuitive and easy to use, 
meaning you don’t need any additional training. 

Search users using various information types, 
such as name, department, telephone number, 

and job title. Then, customize the contacts. View 
previously posted messages before joining a chat 

room to understand the context better.
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